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Goal
The overall goal of this approach is to identify 
objects representing a corner cases based on 
the model uncertainty. To classify the objects 
into corner case categories without using 
ground truth labels, extracted features from 
the determined model uncertainty are used.

Approach
Our approach from Fig. 1 assumes that the 
object detection model plus a possible post-
process (gray) provides several predictions 
[1, 2], consisting of class score c, bounding box 
b, and instance mask m, per object detection 
Di. The variance in the predictions is used to 
determine the uncertainty in the machine 
learning (ML) model. The uncertainty analysis 
is utilized in the class score, bounding box, and 
instance mask criteria (blue) or combined in 
the bounding box & mask criteria (magenta). 
The values from the criteria are interpreted as 
features to assign the object detections Di with 
a decision function to one of the defined 
corner case categories. 

Corner Case Categories
The defined corner case categories are:
1) True Positive Prediction (TP-P): Class is 

correctly predicted, and there is a match 
between detection Di and ground truth (GT) 
with an IoU above 0.5.

2) Localization Corner Case (L-CC): Class is 
correctly predicted, but the match between 
detection Di and GT has an IoU between 0.1
and 0.5.

3) Classification Corner Case (C-CC): Class is 
wrong predicted, but the match between 
detection Di and GT is still above an IoU of 0.5.

4) Localization & Classification Corner Case (LC-
CC): Class is wrong predicted, and the match 
between detection Di and GT has an IoU
between 0.1 and 0.5.

5) False Positive Prediction (FP-P): All detections 
Di with an IoU below 0.1, which also includes 
all detections without a GT match.

6) False Negative Prediction (FN-P): It would be 
very interesting to know, but there is no way 
to get this information from the model 
because there is no prediction to work with.

Corner Case Criteria
In total we have defined 16 corner case criteria 
covering class, bounding box, and mask 
uncertainty feature (see example in Fig. 3&4) 
and a few to extract uncertainty information 
from mismatched bounding box and mask 
pairs. With the corner case criteria as input 
and the corner case categories (1-5) as label 
we trained a ML model to predict if an object 
belongs to any of the defined categories. Fig. 5 
shows the confusions matrix of the 
classification task.
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Figure 1: Uncertainty-based corner case detection approach.

Figure 2: Object categories of predictions from COCO [3] and NuImages
[4] based on ground truth label.
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Figure 5: The Confusion matrix of our decision function, using
an MLP and the presented corner cases criteria as input, to
distinguish objects in TP-P, corner case, or FP-P.

Figure 4: Uncertainty example from NuImages dataset.

Figure 3: Classification corner case example from NuImages dataset. 
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